Sequential genesis and determination of cone and rod photoreceptors in Xenopus.
In this study, we addressed the temporal sequence of photoreceptor fate determination in Xenopus laevis by examining a number of key events during early cone and rod development. We compared the relative timing and spatial pattern of cone and rod specification using a number of cell type-specific markers, including probes to a long wavelength-sensitive opsin which is expressed by the major cone subtype. Our results show that cones are initially more numerous, and can arise in less mature regions of the retina than rods, although both types of photoreceptors begin to express their respective opsins at about the same time. We applied these markers to an assay of cellular determination to identify the stages of embryonic development at which the earliest photoreceptor fates are induced in vivo. The relative birth order of the major cone and rod subtypes was revealed by simultaneous labeling with markers of cell proliferation and terminal differentiation. Although there is much temporal overlap between the periods of cone and rod genesis and determination in Xenopus, we could discern that the earliest cones are both born and determined before the first rods. Thus, even in the rapidly developing retina of Xenopus, photoreceptors achieve their identities in a sequential fashion, suggesting that the inductive cues which determine specific photoreceptor fates may also arise sequentially during development.